
GOGO Robot Butler
2-CABIN SERVICE ROBOT “GOGO”



Robot + Smart vending machine
Building a customized online shop for your hotel

l Improve service efficiency and reduce workload 

of placing items in robot 

l Easily shop in guestroom to improve guest 

satisfaction and hotel reputation

l Increase hotel non-room revenue



Dimensions：490*420*975mm (L*W*H)

Weight：63kg

Payload：20kg

Cabin Volume：upper-41L，lower-30L

Minimum pass width ：55cm

Speed：0.9m/s — 1.5m/s

Parameters



Smaller body with bigger capacity

l Two cabins with volume of 71L in total

l Capable of putting pizza boxes of 12 inches 

l Small and elegant, only covering an area of 0.2 square 

meters - size of 3 sheets of A4 paper

41L

30L



Surprising passing ability
Suitable for different environments

l Capable of passing narrow spaces of 55cm 
Perfect for all narrow elevators and corridors

l Strong power, capable of climb 13° slopes
The largest climbing ability among all services robots
in the current market

l Ridge passing: 25mm; Gap passing: 40mm

l Less movement in the lift - No need to turn around
More efficient and less interruption to guests inside lift 



Anti foot crushing function

l A set of sensors added to the robot chassis 

l Accurately identify quickly moving obstacles 

l Effectively prevent the robot from crushing 

foot or other small items



Flexible standby location
Multi charging piles

l One robot corresponds to multiple charging 

piles so robot can standby in different locations 

for different time to save time

E.g.：Robot on standby in lobby during day time for takeaway 

delivery & ushering tasks; robot on standby next to room service 

office during night time for amenity deliveries. 

l Multi-robots work flexibly with multi-charging 

piles



Optional function: Installation of UV light in 
cabins to do disinfection

l UV disinfection on each corner of cabin to 

ensure the hygiene and safety of items and 

reduce the risk of cross-contamination

l Automatically turn on the disinfection 

function after the door is closed
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